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to create Cellular Transmutation. Activation of the Silicate Matrix Crystal Gene allows for
progressive

for progressive biological transmutation out of solid matter and carbon-based biology, into
Silica,
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Ascension and Cellular Transmutation from Carbon to Silica based biology to pure
consciousness. •
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Ascension through Cellular Transmutation. 1. Frequency bands of the Hova Body! Identity
Station above

the cellular form transmutes into less-dense states of mater. H u 2 H

creates progressive bodily transmutation. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented
by Adashi MCEO
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Ascension and Cellular Transmutation, the physical substance of which our bodies are
composed progressively
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through progressive Cellular Transmutation. • Morphogenetic Fields and the Sacred Science
of Keylonta -
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to create Cellular Transmutation. 1. ON/\ StrendR • 2. 1 11 f; • \

for progressive biological transmutation out of solid matter and carbon-based biology, Into
Silica,
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strands of cellular transmutation, to remain ciive within the bidogical gene pool. The 3
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the bodily form transmutates its molecular structure through progressively less-dense states
of matter.

embodiment and bodily transmutation take place through the dynamics inherent to the
Merkaba Spirals

identity and consciousness, transmutation of cellular form and dimensional Ascension.
Through the process of
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level (c) Transmute from the Energy Matrix to the Time Matrix (d)
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apart and is transmuted into the light as the frequency is too high to

the shadow is transmuted, it begins the natural process of releasing multi-dimensional
energies.
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apart and is transmuted back into the light because the frequency is too high

the shadow is transmuted, it begins the natural releasing process of energies that are
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Karmic Imprint be transmuted into the light? It can be transmuted by __ .

It can be transmuted by __ . (a) directing the God Seed energy
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person"s fields for transmutation. 11. Why do some people feel tired or drained when
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Template for Cellular Transmutation & Dimensional Ascension through the Signet Seal Star
Gates of
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RAJA COMPLEX Focus: Transmutation Maharic Shield manifests here 6" below 12th Chakra -
12"
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Particum and Partika transmutes, the bi-polar Standing Scalar Waves of Light Radiation
returning
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Lines, for molecular transmutation and time continuum shift, through blending the Inter-
Harmonic wave

DNA, for cellular transmutation (via particle + anti-particle fusion) and time continuum
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progressively merge to transmute the physical matter form backward through various Matter
Density stages

a process called TRANSMUTATIONAL DIMENSIONAL ASCENSION . • Each of the 5 Shields
within
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the achievement of Transmutational Dimensional Ascension and Co-creative Mastery over
the Personal External
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the achievement of Transmutational Dimensional ~ Ascension and Co-creative Mastery over
the Personal
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of atomic function, transmuting the perceivable matter substance of the cells to a less

process marks the transmutation of Carbon-based Gross-matter density into the Carbon-
Silica

Dimensional consciousness and transmutation to a Silica-based Etheric matter density
biology. Age 33

Dimensional consciousness and transmutation out of biology into the Crystalline Liquid Light
wave from
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Allows full Cellular Transmutation and Dimensional Ascension to the 12th Dimensional Pre-
matter Liquid



for Cellu lar Transmutation and Dimensional Ascension. Distortions in the personal Kathara
Grid and
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process of bodily transmutation into Pre-matter substance and cannot fully expand their
embodied

expansion and cellular transmutation WITHIN ONE ETERNAL BODY IMAGE, that was built
upon a
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is able to transmute out of matter density and into pure wave form, which

lower Shields have transmuted the body into Pre-matter Liquid Light of the MAHARIC
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Template for Cellular Transmutation and Dimensional Ascension through the Signet Seal C1
__ t.
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line projection, which transmutes them into the angle of flash-line projection and Partiki
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to physical cellular transmutation of the body. Kundalini energy currents regulate the
physical body"s

Grid. For physical transmutation to occur, the Kundalini energies of the higher dimensions
must

of this natural transmutational process. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented
by Adashi
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RAJA COMPLEX Focus: Transmutation ... The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented
by Adashi
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for the progressive transmutation of Harmonic-1 carbon-based molecular-elemental
structure into the

undergo full cellular transmutation through 4 Harmonics of manifestation and their
corresponding matter density

process of cellular transmutation is directed by the embodied human consciousness. In
historical terms,

of conscious cellular transmutation has been referred to as the process of "Ascension"
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creates a progressive transmutation of the scalar wave from of the DNA Template and



elemental agents are transmuted from the Kathara level, into elemental agents characteristic
of the

and the resulting transmutation of bodily matter and shift in Angular Rotation of Particle
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and then further transmute into electrical impulse that manifests as configurations with the
blood
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signatures. 8. Nurgode- Transmutation Sense- Betcha Hova Body (dimensions 7-8-9)
Primary

Primary Attribute: Molecular Transmutation- shape shifting 9. Rag ode- Transmigration
Sense- Betcha Hova Body
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but rather progressively transmutes into less dense states of matter in an eternal body
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Avatar identity and transmute into pre-matter liquid light wave form. ~ In Kathara
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cellular structure to transmute through 4 Harmonics of matter density. ~The Silicate Matrix
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the dynamics of Transmutational Dimensional Ascension. Ascension is therefore the intrinsic
and indelible goal
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Phase-3 WHITE TRANSMUTATION CURRENT (can be transmitted only by 12th-level Avatars

Page:  181

Violet Ray of Transmutation. 3. Move your attention to the 41h Heart Chakra and

Page:  184

evolutionary objective of Transmutational Dimensional Ascension. The result of an incarnate
being"s Manifestation Template
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the potentials of Transmutational Dimensional Ascension and attainment of Spiritual
Actualization. It".! Karma- the

our DNA Template. Transmuting the Miasmic Imprint that is embedded in our DNA Template
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Merkaba Vehicle for Transmutational Dimensional Ascension. 2?~-~~ ~ tk e~ 1~ ad 12-



Stuu
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the promise of Transmutational Dimensional Ascension . The Maharic Recoding Session
amplifies the beneficial
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and DNA & transmuting the body matter out of density. There are 48 Primary

in fu ll transmutation, through which the consciousness expands into non-dimensional levels
of
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process of CELLULAR TRANSMUTATION and intentional de-manifestation and Dimensional
Ascension of the human
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potentials of CELLULAR TRANSMUTATION are · re-awakened within the physical body form.
Through

processes of Cellular Transmutation, once fully operational within the human genetic design,
the carbon-

progressively and systematically transmuted to SILICA-based biology. Transmutation to
Silica-based biology allows

SILICA-based biology. Transmutation to Silica-based biology allows the physical body to
pass

organic process of Transmutational Dimensional Ascension. To accomplish mastery of the
Ascension process, the

setting the Cellular Transmutation process in motion. The process of progressive
Transmutational Dimensional Ascension

process of progressive Transmutational Dimensional Ascension represents the function of
the organic genetic design

process of Cellular Transmutation and potential for mastery over Transmutational
Dimensional Ascension. The Emerald

for mastery over Transmutational Dimensional Ascension. The Emerald Awakening Masters
Kundalini Activation initiates REGENESIS

carbon-to-silica transmutation process and is prepared to receive the higher dimensional
OVER

to complete Cellular Transmutation via fusion and de-polarization of the particle (Particum)
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final step in Transmutational Dimension Ascension is called the AMETHYST AWAKENING
MASTERS KUNDALINI ACTIVATION

natural process of Transmutational Dimensional Ascension. AWAKENING THE KA AND
REMOVING INORGANIC CRYSTAL IMPLANTS
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Violet Ray of Transmutation.) 3. Now, move your attention to the 4 th Heart
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sequence of energy transmutation, by which conscious energy manifests into tangible
biological form, the

Current energy is transmuted from the Kathara Grid Core scalar-template level into the
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birth, evolution and transmutation of the galaxies within them. Galactic Harmonic and
Dimensional Merkaba

birth, evolution and transmutation of star systems and planets within them. Planetary
Harmonic and

birth, evolution and transmutation/death cycles of the species and matter forms existing
upon

birth, evolution and transmutation processes of individual organisms. The
mathematicalgeometrical programs of the Primal
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state of final transmutation into 3-dimensional particles by passing through an electrostatic
Repulsion
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Harmonic Universe by TRANSMUTING to become a Merkaba Field. The
energy/consciousness, once held

scale. 15. As transmutation of the "past" Radial Tile occurs in the Radial

Radial Tile is transmuted, the incoming pulse-2, carrying an expanded imprint of the
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process frequently called Transmutative Dimensional Ascension. The MCEO Freedom
Teachings® Series Presented by
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abilities of Atomic Transmutation and Dimensional Ascension; they are directly linked to
every aspect
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in intercepting and transmuting the 1 0-Code Pulse on 12/31/99-1/
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particle double for transmutation to Ante-matter. Each DNA strand has 12 Base Tones/
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of progressive matter transmutation (de-densification) and ascension upward, through the
dimensional scale,

our awareness and transmute our DNA/ biology beyond the limitations of 3-dimensional
reality,
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the cellular structure transmutes into a less-dense form of matter, the chromosome number

the biological carbons transmute into Silica, transforming the human biology into a more
highly

, and bodily transmutation-transmigration through, 12 dimensional fields and their
corresponding levels of
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Hova Bodies and transmuted into the antematter Rishi state of being. Through this first
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for full biological transmutation abilities within 4 Harmonic Universes (ascending or
descending through

eventually creating cellular transmutation from dense matter into ante-matter wave form.
When the

dimensional ascension (transmutation of the body matter into pure consciousness wave
form), rather

DNA restoration, biological transmutation and Dimensional Ascension. The MCEO Freedom
Teachings® Series Presented
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of identity and transmuted into ante-matter, which constitutes completing full Dimensional
Ascension. At

merger, which progressively transmutes the biological form out of matter density and the
Time

DNA strands, while transmuting the body matter into progressively less dense states of
matter

Page:  40



the body for transmutation from carbon to silica based biology, Goss matter to Etheric
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for . full transmutation out of matter form and into liquid light Pre-matter.

the body form transmutes into Pre-matter to enter full Mahunta Phase Merkaba. This
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that allows for transmutation of cellular form into light (ante-matter) and back

Merkabc;~ Vehicle, for transmutation out of the matter densities of HU-1, 2 and
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imprint must be transmuted for Hova Body merger, Higher Identity embodiment and
Dimensional Ascension

to take place. Transmutation of the Miasmic Body is achieved by reversing the polarity

body mass are transmuted into inter-dimensional light/sound/electro-magnetic/scalar wave
spectra,
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one experiences following transmutation out of Pre-matter, space, time and matter
perception. The
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with another, for transmutation of the strand codes to a higher level of function,

mechanism behind cellular transmutation is ascension. The Codes of the DNA begin as
specialized
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continua and to transmute the body from out of its present time continua and
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allow us bodily transmutation from gross matter density to pre-matter density, from which
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attributes of bodily transmutation for multi-dimensional evolution. Most genetic codes and
morphogenetic field
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allow for transmigration/transmutation of form in Dimensional Ascension). The Merkaba
Vehicle allows for

allows for cellular transmutation- turning the body matter into light and back again -
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and consciousness for transmutation/transmigration, spiritual integration and entry into
Avatar/Christ Consciousness more

through direct energetic transmutation of Miasmic Crystals. This process progressively
releases the Miasmic-Karmic

experience, while systematically transmuting particles and anti-particles of the
morphogenetic field and body

process of particle transmutation from matter substance to wave form is a natural part

exercise serves to transmute distortions from the morphogenetic field, DNA, body and
consciousness so

processes of particle transmutation, associated with Dimensional Ascension can function,
according to their original

field for later transmutation, using advanced Miasmic-Kathara-Grid mechanics. This
technique should be
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body form for transmutation into full Merkaba wave form, which represents the attainment
of

sets the entire transmutation process in motion. The release of morphogenetic Seals,
acceleration of

the processes of transmutation and Dimensional Ascension. This technique can be used as
often
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This means progressively transmuting physical existence to progressively less dense states of
matter -

identity. The progressive transmutation of physical form and integration of higher states of
consciousness
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the integration and transmutation of bodies takes place through the dynamics inherent in
the

as well as transmutation of the cellular form. Through the process of merging the
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the HCB progressively transmuted the miasmic blueprints as the identity evolved. Through
the process

crystallizations were easily transmuted and realigned through the identities of the higher
dimensional bodies.

miasms could be transmuted and returned to harmonic order. The miasmic thought forms of

earthly identities can transmute, or burn off, much of its Kl by directing specific

miasmic crystals and transmuting their trapped energies into higher order, progressively
clears the burden
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progressively purged and transmuted, freeing the earthly consciousness to evolve along its
natural and

imprints, that are transmuted through direct energy work, will not manifest into the karmic
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the art of transmutation. They can link forms and partially transmute, but to do

forms and partially transmute, but to do so causes excessive drain upon their own
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process is called transmutation of form, and it is accomplished through dimensional
transmigration. Familiarity
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cases where this transmutation process is employed the mind will at first have no
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straight-forward manner, transmutation and alteration of form through the process of
transmigration. Not

Page:  43

the code of transmutation. We refer to this "genetic package" imbued by the

for the progressive transmutation of form. Not all humans carry this code, and not

latent ability to transmute cellular structure, which will one day allow them to traverse
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the gene of transmutation (Silicate Matrix or "Crystal Gene") from the earlier
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some degree of transmutation, even if it is only the small amount of acceleration

engage in interdimensional transmutation. Mothers involved in the longer gestations are
those often taken
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of limited interdimensional transmutation and transmigration are referred to as the
Borentulisum (bor
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not undergo the transmutations involved in the development of intellect as you know it,
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imprint the biological transmutation of the species into that original "Super Human"
Turaneusiam
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succeed in your transmutation into your original form, the planets and their destiny will
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following death or transmutation of the HU-1 physical body. The Soul Matrix and
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undergo full cellular transmutation, returning to the Density-4 Liquid Light Pre-matter state
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the trouble of transmuting a body pattern. Sometimes it"s easier to just drop it

And whether you"re transmuting your cellular structure for ascension, or whether you"re
going to

Page:  21

we"re going to transmute the body to a higher level and take it to
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of Self can transmute them for you. So you"re getting them away from your
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and into matter transmutation, and begin to enter its orbit within the fourth dimensional
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will be a transmutation occurring Breathe gently, and focus the attention still in the

because you are transmuting particle and antiparticle when that little itchy vibration spreads
out

cells; you are transmuting wave forms as you go. You are getting rid of
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it allows for transmutation from Carbon-based Gross Matter Biology into Silica-based Etheric
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Matrix for progressive transmutational ascension within an eternal body. The Turaneusiam-
Human Race was

Page:  18

no longer complete Transmutative ascension out of the Time Matrix. *Hominid life in
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but no cellular transmutation. Genetic Codes containing elements of Black Sun DNA cannot
undergo

particle for cellular transmutation through Harmonics of matter density, Dimensional
Ascension and biological eternity.
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and no cellular transmutation. ~ Emerald Sun 48 Strand Elohei, Lyran-Anuhazi, Sirian-
Azurite,
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Harmonic of cellular transmutation. ~ Emerald Sun 48 Strand Elohei, Lyran-Anuhazi, Sirian-
Azurite,
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and no cellular transmutation. ~ Emerald Sun 48 Strand Elohei , Lyran-Anuhazi, Sirian-
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shape-shifting, cellular transmutation, ascension and inter-time teleportation by age 33, IF
the
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the ability to transmute through 5 Harmonics of matter density back into pure sentient
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and DNA, & transmuting the body matter out of density. There are 48 Primary

Strands in full transmutation, through which the consciousness expands into non-
dimensional levels of
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the ability to transmute out of matter density at will. Presently, mutations in the
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~ AVATAR INTEGRATION TRANSMUTATIONAL ASCENSION: Bodily Death DNA Strands 1 0-
12 Activation ~

Activation AVATAR INTEGRATION TRANSMUTATIONAL ASCENSION: Age 33-44 DNA
Strands 1 0-12 Activation

of 4-Harmonic Transmutation SOUL INTEGRATION: Strand 5&6 active@ Birth, 4th activates
Birth-

Activation AVATAR INTEGRATION TRANSMUTATIONAL ASCENSION: Age 22-33 DNA
Strands 10-12 Activation Embodied
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consciousness and complete Transmutative Ascension. They have the potential to awaken as
fully embodied
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LINES (DNA TRANSMUTATION CODES) URTITES (BOO,OOOYA) HEBREW
(MELCHIZEDEK+HIBIRU HYBRID)
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AND FULL BIOLOGICAL TRANSMUTATION OUT OF THE DIMENSIONALIZED TIME MATRIX
WHEN FULLY ACTIVATED. THE

THAT CAN FULLY TRANSMUTE OUT OF MATTER AND HOLD ULTRA-TERRESTRIAL
(BEYOND-TIME)
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ALLOWS FOR BIOLOGICAL TRANSMUTATION INTO THE ETHERIC THROUGH PRE-MATTER
HYDROPLASMIC FORMS OF DIMENSIONS

OF FULL BIOLOGICAL TRANSMUTATION OUT OF TIME, AND ALLOW FOR LIMITED
EMBODIMENT OF HIGHER

SUN BIOLOGY CAN TRANSMUTE NO HIGHER THAN DENS/TY-2. • DIGRESSIVE HYBRID
STRAINS
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and no cellular transmutation. Ruby Sun S.! 1 Straod E!ohim. Anunr.aki Seed.
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and DNA. & transmuting the body mal1er out of density. There are .Q

t1 fu ll transmutation ttvough which lhe consciousne:s e:xpandsinloi"IOil4imensiOnll level! of
AKnded
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Earth. You actually transmute You can activate them temporarily and through to Inner Earth

Page:  6

zone, from temporarily transmutes the nuclear structure the Miage Zone time cycle. first into

The matter base transmutes during a period of 3 waves of approximately 24 hours

matter, particle-based, transmutes to trigger the second wave of Day 2, transmutation of

of Day 2, transmutation of the Density 2 Doradie Shield, the Taran matter. On

Shield, Earth matter, transmutes into electrical pulse. "Now, they went on to describe
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First Wave of Transmutation, Day 1. The Arcturian Activation Because it has to do

dimensional light wave, transmuting the original atmospheric gases into new hydrogen-
based elemental compounds

Earth Magnetic Sphere transmute, the Ionosphere is triggered into the same reaction. On the

first wave of transmutation, the Magnetosphere, the Radiation Belt, the Ionosphere and the
Exosphere

the Exosphere are transmuted into a trans-harmonic photon field of coldburning hydrogen-
based

first wave of transmutation, 3 days of cold darkness begin on Earth. Through the

Earth. Through the transmutation process, the natural Density 1, D 7, 8, 9 frequency
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make up the transmuted outer atmos- Letters. phere Density 1 Earth represent super-lu-

hydrogen and is transmuted into Density 3/Sound - bonds. Density 2/Light. (

of begin its transmutation process. higher-pitched static, eventually to beco-me From its

Celestaline and Atomic Transmutation It is the sound waves of Density 3 (Density
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for the full transmutation to take place. Okay," ... Embodiment of inter -dimensional

through the beginning transmutative fusion of the gases in the outer atmosphere. The violet



their process of transmutation into protons, so the reversed electrons as protons are
magnetically

Earth"s atmosphere, progressively transmuting the Density I gases into hydrogen-silica
based semi-etheric

second wave of transmutation, the Silver Wave Infusion of the Density 3, D 7-

second wave of transmutation Day 1.5 to 2.5 (the Orion activation) Atmosphere conversion:
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second wave of transmutation, the Silver Wave Infusion of the Density 3, D 8

layer begin their transmutation process into hydrogenbased atoms, the gases of the
Magnetosphere, Ionosphere

second state of transmutation, as their hydrogen-based atoms undergo reorganization
through hydrogen-burning.

outer atmosphere further transmute from a hydrogen base into helium based atoms and give
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atmosphere. through the transmuting outer atmosphere. The Magnetosphere, Ionosphere
and A deep low frequency

felt within rary transmutation, from Helium-based the human body and areas of Earth"s

ce, as the transmutative force of The safest places to ride out the storm
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1 atoms progressively transmuting into less dense Density 2 carbonsilica based semi-etheric
matter.

3rd wave of transmutation, Day 2.5 to 3, the Andromeda Activation. Inner atmosphere and
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then, there The transmutation of atomic form into is like a dot dot dot

to do their transmutation forms. process... When the D 12 hydroplasmic 12th(?) of "

accelerates to match transmutation fully to Earth, the outer at- the oscillation rate of
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that, as it transmutes from the hydroplasm there will be certain areas that can

right on and transmuting through them. the line; it would be like ... you

conversion going to transmute the particle base and it"s was to start, because it
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the Eieyani avatar transmute their bodies to Density-5 ante-matter Primal Light, then
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the Human Atomic Transmutation process associated with Star Gate passage Ascension. In
ancient Egypt
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process of CELLULAR TRANSMUTATION and intentional de-manifestation and Dimensional
Ascension of the human
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potentials of CELLULAR TRANSMUTATION are, reawakened within the physical body form.
Through the natural

processes of Cellular Transmutation, once fully operational within human genetic design, the
carbon-based

progressively and systematically transmuted to SILICA-based biology. Transmutation to
Silica-based biology allows

SILICA-based biology. Transmutation to Silica-based biology allows the physical body to
pass

organic process of Transmutational Dimensional Ascension. To accomplish mastery of the
Ascension process, the

setting the Cellular Transmutation process in motion. The process of progressive
Transmutational Dimensional Ascension

process of progressive Transmutational Dimensional Ascension represents the function of
the organic genetic design

process of Cellular Transmutation and potential mastery over Transmutational Dimensional
Ascension. The Emerald Awakening

potential mastery over Transmutational Dimensional Ascension. The Emerald Awakening
Masters Kundalini Activation initiates REGENESIS

carbon-to-silica transmutation process and is prepared to receive the higher dimensional
OVER

to complete Cellular Transmutation via fusion and de-polarization of the particle (Particum)
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final step in Transmutational Dimensional Ascension is called the AMETHYST AWAKENING
MASTERS KUNDALINI ACTIVATION.

natural process of Transmutational Dimensional Ascension. AWAKENING THE KA AND
REMOVING INORGANIC CRYSTAL IMPLANTS
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Violet Ray of Transmutation.) 3. Now, move your attention to the 4th Heart Chakra,
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& 14 will transmute the energy into a naturally harmonic pattern. 8. Repeat Steps
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Particum and Partika transmutes, the Bipolar Standing Scalar Waves of Light Radiation
returning to
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the mechanics of Transmutational Dimensional Ascension, the embodied identity
progressively unifies the dimensionalized stations
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and DNA & transmuting the body matter out of density. There are 48 Primary

Strands in full transmutation, through which the consciousness expands into non-
dimensional levels of
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transmutation of physical matter density and expansion of individuated consciousness
awareness

a process called Transmutational Dimensional Ascension. Through the model of Stair-Step
Creation the

Page:  70

Khundaray are perpetually transmuted into the 3 Primal Light Currents of the Kee-Ra-

Page:  81

until they fully transmute out of the Time Matrix. After ascending out of the

Codes though which transmutative ascension out of the Time Matrix can be achieved. ~

Page:  100

progressively merge to transmute the physical matter form backward through the various
Matter Density

a process called TRANSMUTATIONAL DIMENSIONAL ASCENSION . • Each of the 5 Shields
within

Page:  103

time travel and Transmutative Dimensional Ascension of body and consciousness into the



original state

Page:  110

built upon the transmuting parts of the Manifestation Template. The matter density level of

on it is transmuted to a less-dense state of matter, and the planet

Page:  114

GRU-AL Site transmutes the Omni-polar sound vibration of the Ante-matter Plasma

Page:  131

Transmutation, the Transduction Sequence, Consciousness and the Merkaba Vehicle So what

body undergoes atomic transmutation through natural activation of the Turn-Stile and
Interface DNA

process of atomic transmutation is set in motion by the activation of the Turn-

the physical atomic transmutation processes, which begin with stimulation of the Vector
Codes in

Celestaline and atomic transmutation, the DNA The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series
Presented by

Page:  132

body. For atomic transmutation to occur, the 4 Harmonic Merkaba Spirals progressively
merge to

process of atomic transmutation. If it were not for the electromagnetic-wave-form of

During natural atomic transmutation, the conscious identity takes on the form of the
Merkaba

through the atomic transmutation process. AS the Merkaba Vehicle, the conscious identity
still "

of atomic "-.._.../ transmutation via utilizing the Merkaba Vehicle. The atomic structure
enters Celestaline

Page:  133

through which atomic transmutation takes place. It is through progressive activation of the
personal

of Merkaba" means transmuting the density of the matter-body into a less dense

fuse for atomic transmutation into light- The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented
by
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production and atomic transmutation take place for progressive activation of the
lnterdimensional Harmonic Merkaba

processes of atomic transmutation take place within the physical body structure through
progressive activation

In 12-dimensional transmutation (used for interdimensional/ inter-time transit and



ascension into

chemically and electromagnetically transmuted into a Density-4 (D-13-14-15) Pre-

magnetic energy contraction), transmuting into an Pale-Silver Elliptical Sphere of Density-4
Prematter

Merkaba Vehicle for transmutation into Pre-matter, the 3-Dimensional Nethra Phase, 6-
Dimensional

Page:  135

3-dimensional atomic transmutation) via natural planetary portals, within the confines of the
3-

which interdimensional atomic transmutation for off-planet Star Gate passage and bodily
Dimensional Ascension

the Nethra Merkaba transmutes a "-..__/ portion of the atomic body into the Hydro-

Page:  136

6-dimensional atomic transmutation) within Densities-1 and 2, "-.____/ via Universal Star
Gates

through which atomic transmutation for bodily Ascension to Density-2 can be achieved. The

the Hallah Merkaba transmutes a portion of the atomic body into the Hydro-plasmic

atomic body is transmuted into Density-2 silica-carbon-based Semi-etheric matter. The

Page:  137

9-dimensional atomic transmutation) within Densities-1, 2 and 3, via Universal Star Gates

through which atomic transmutation for bodily Ascension to Density-3 can be achieved. The

the Quatra Merkaba transmutes the majority of the atomic body into the Hydra-plasmic

atomic body is transmuted into Density-3 silica--based Etheric matter. The Teuric Capsule

atomic structure fully transmutes into the Pre-matter Hydro-plasmic Christos Body of
Density-

Page:  138

12-dimensional atomic transmutation) within Densities-1, 2, 3 and 4, via Universal Star

through which atomic transmutation for bodily Ascension to Density-4 can be achieved. The

the Mahunta Merkaba transmutes the entire atomic body into the Hydroplasmic state of the

atomic body are transmuted into Density-4 liquid-silicabased Pre-matter Hydro-plasmic "

Page:  139

process of full transmutation back through the D-12 Christos, the Primal Light Fields

capacity for full transmutation of the Pre-matter "Liquid Light Christ Body". Rahunta

process of further transmuting the Density-4 Pre-matter Pale-Silver Elliptical Sphere of

Template. The final transmutation of identity out of the Time Matrix occurs as the



magnetic energy contraction) transmutes the electrical Primal Light Thermo-plasmic Body
back into the

of biological atomic transmutation (ascension and/or star gate/space-time travel). The

Page:  173

Chemical DNA, Atomic Transmutation, Merkaba Reversal and Death by Densification. The
MCEO Freedom Teachings

Page:  174

Gate Passage via Transmutative Dimensional Ascension and Eternal Life, impossible. • The
event of

Page:  176

chemical of atomic transmutation". It is the natural chemical product that forms in the

next largest gene, transmuting the smaller gene into a copy of the larger gene.

Page:  177

in Chromosome-1 transmute to replicate those in Chromosome-2, triggering Chromosome-2
to

Page:  178

Hormone Crystals" and transmutation and crystallization of portions of the body"s water
molecules into

during the cellular transmutation process; but it leaves behind a "Phantom Residue" after

completed its physical transmutation out of Density-1 (later discussed). The formation of

fusion and molecular transmutation will begin. As the Celestaline blueprint reaches critical
mass within

Page:  179

"wave phase", transmuting the particle/anti-particle packages also into wave-form. The

moments before full transmutation of the body, a "Phantom Celesmiac-Residue" of the

body completes atomic transmutation, the residual muons, mesons and photons left behind
from portions

has undergone atomic transmutation is a compound substance made of the Celesmatic
Residue and

that did not transmute are bound. The Nibiruians, Egypt, "Star Dust-blue "

to induce partial transmutation and temporary DNA Strand Braiding (and thus allow for

by force, the transmutation process within the DNA of a captured Angelic Human; then

halt full atomic transmutation just as the Celesmaic Residue fluid was excreted from the

Page:  180

degree of the transmutation ability despite the Checkerboard Mutation. Celestron Powder



could be gained

prevented full atomic transmutation of the Density-1 body unless direct assistance was
provided

able to bodily transmute Celestron Powder to receive its benefit without the side-effects,
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expansion and biological transmutation through internal spiritual integration and natural
DNA Template activation, a
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the body for Transmutation Dimensional Ascension into Silica Based Biology of the eternal "

Page:  200

potentials for full transmutation of matter density. Genuine Melchizedek Ordinations can be
performed only

Page:  232

process frequently called Transmutative Dimensional Ascension. · • During the process of
"Ascension",

Page:  234

abilities of Atomic Transmutation and Dimensional Ascension; they are directly linked to
every aspect

Page:  241

pulse-2 blueprint. Transmuted Moment-1 Blueprint one Harmonic up .•·: ~

Harmonic Universe by TRANSMUTING to become a Merkaba Field. The
energy/consciousness, once held

scale. 15. As transmutation of the "past" Radial Tile occurs in the Radial

Radial Tile is transmuted, the incoming pulse-2, carrying an expanded imprint of the

Page:  253

potential of atomic transmutation for Star Gate passage and self-directed biological
ascension out

structure for atomic transmutation as the body progressively enters the natural trans-
dimensional STATE
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Template for Cellular Transmutation and Dimensional Ascension through the Signet Seal C1
__ +

Page:  40

pulse-2 blueprint. Transmuted Moment-1 Blueprint one Harmonic up Dormant Radial
Memory Imprint

Harmonic Universe by TRANSMUTING to become a Merkaba Field. The
energy/consciousness, once held

scale. 15. As transmutation of the "past" Radial Tile occurs in the Radial

Radial Tile is transmuted, the incoming pulse-2, carrying an expanded imprint of the

Page:  42

process frequently called Transmutative Dimensional Ascension. • During the process of
"Ascension ",

Page:  44

abilities of Atomic Transmutation and Dimensional Ascension, they are directly linked to
every aspect

Page:  61

process of CELLULAR TRANSMUTATION and intentional de-manifestation and Dimensional
Ascension of the human

progressively and systematically transmute to a SILICA- based biological form.
Transmutation to Silica-based

based biological form. Transmutation to Silica-based biology allows the physical body to
pass

Dimensions 4- 12). Transmutational Dimensional Ascension represents the function of the
organic genetic design

Page:  64

Violet Ray of Transmutation.) 3. Now, move your attention to the 4th Heart Chakra,

Page:  95

progressively merge to transmute the physical matter form backward through the various



Matter Density

a process called TRANSMUTATIONAL DIMENSIONAL ASCENSION. • Each of the 5 Shields
within a

Page:  98

built upon the transmuting parts of the Manifestation Template. The matter density level of

on it is transmuted to a less-dense state of matter, and the planet

Page:  100

GRU-AL Site transmutes the Omni-polar sound vibration of the Ante-matter Plasma

Page:  158

healing facilitation while transmuting and clearing personal and client bio-energetic field
distortions. •

Page:  163

transmigration through atomic transmutation. Eiros activation initiates permanent opening of
the natural Density-1

progressively clears & transmutes the unnatural "Metatronic 41h Black Heart of Anubis" ("

Page:  169

transmigration through atomic transmutation. Eiros activation initiates permanent opening of
the natural Density-1

progressively clears & transmutes the unnatural "Metatronic 4th Black Heart of Anubis" ("

Page:  173

transmigration through atomic transmutation. Amoraea activation initiates permanent
opening of the natural Density-2

progressively clears & transmutes the unnatural "Metatronic Apollyon-666-Seed-Atom"
Implant ("

Page:  195

simultaneously "pop", transmuting into tiny, radiant sparks of pale-silver-blue Eiros energy,
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Shadow Body Miasmic Transmutation via Divine Blueprint Infusion. Strengthens Shadow
Body immunity to Attachments

Nodes to accelerate transmutation of Shadow Body Shield Reversals, enabling the Shadow
Body to

Capstone Ray of Transmutation through which all things made of "Light", (such

Shadow Body miasmic transmutation. Preparation: If one has run The Eiros Flame & Silver

Page:  209



9. Begin to transmute the miasmic content of the Shadow Body by toning out

released miasmic level transmuting back into Primal Sound vibration, clearing a miasmic level
from

assisting to automatically transmute and release Elemental and Figment Attachments that are
drawn into

Page:  210

transmigration through atomic transmutation. Amoraea activation initiates permanent
opening of the natural Density-2

progressively clears & transmutes the unnatural "Metatronic Apollyon-666-Seed-Atom"
Implant ("
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buffer field that transmutes Reversed Current frequencies as they begin activation within the
Shields.
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transmigration through atomic transmutation. Amoraea activation in the Density-3 Etheric
Body initiates permanent

progressively clears & transmutes the unnaturai"Metatronic Apollyon-666-Seed-Atom" and "
4
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buffer field that transmutes Reversed Current Frequencies as they begin· activation. When
used
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will serve to transmute disharmonic, reversed frequencies moving through the DNA from the
Shadow

and will also transmute disharmonic frequencies coming into the DNA Template from the
Planetary
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ONE Spark for transmutation and demanifestation. Take several moments to sense this
simultaneous, multiple-

Page:  248

gently and lovingly transmutes, purifies and sets free the energies of which the Shadow

ONE Spark has transmuted and demanifested all errant energies that it absorbed from the

Page:  258

oneself, unconditionally • Transmuting passive impulse to assertive action • Overcoming
"Victim" consciousness

Page:  259



others, unconditionally • Transmuting aggressive impulse to assertive action • Overcome
"Victim" consciousness

Love • Simultaneous transmutation of the passive and/or aggressive impulse into balanced
action

Page:  262

Ecka time cycle, transmuting body back to Haialeai-Eieyani original form. Most flame
contracts

Page:  277

Issue: Transform I transmute; Response: Align self with Christos; Virtue: Personal power. PN
10
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group ofUr-Tarranates transmuted their body forms into pure energy (Keylontic science) and

Page:  11

incarnate would progressively transmute into a less dense state and ascend into HU-2

lifetime and then transmute and ascend. The ascension occurred through the portal from the

of Earth and transmuting them back into Tara"s grid. As the lost souls returned

Page:  14

in order to transmute form and appear on Tara. In later Egyptian mystery schools

Page:  15

incarnate once then transmute through each of the seven families of its sub-race,

its first 12 transmutations within the families. Next the now-more-evolved soul would

evolved soul would transmute into each of the seven sub-races 15
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In the final transmutation, in which all of the frequency patterns for that dimension

and consciousness would transmute, the base tones and overtones within the DNA strand
merging

anti-particles, creating transmutation of the matter particles and anti-particles, through
which DNA

through the 24 transmutations, the overtone activation codes from the Cloister would allow
the

Tara. The 24 transmutations were lived in one body, which progressively transmuted as the

body, which progressively transmuted as the DNA assembled, until later genetic distortion.
Originally the

was designed to transmute and ascend, not die and reincarnate. The 24 cycles of

24 cycles of transmutation later became 24 cycles of incarnation, or birth and death,

Page:  17

their genetic code transmuted through each of the races then ascended within their immortal



ability of genetic transmutation and thus their immortality. About 5,509,000 years 17

Page:  19

THE ELECTRIC WARS transmute and assemble strands 7-12 into the operational DNA. This

making the final transmutation of Cloister overtone codes 7-12 impossible. This manifested
as

so it could transmute into light to pass through the Blue Flame. Humans carrying

the supply of transmuting energy available to the matter body became finite as the

12 sub-race transmutation cycles, then run into the genetic frequency block. The body

After completing the transmutation cycles of the Fourth Root Race the incarnate would pass

Page:  29

also allowed for transmutation of the physical matter particles once the overtone activation
codes

body to fully transmute through the Blue Flame and the Halls of Amenti to

thus undergo full transmutation of bodily form in order to ascend, if they are

Page:  32

allow them to transmute into their immortal seventh race bodies. The Templar-Axions were

Page:  34

body unable to transmute or ascend, so the consciousness would have to rebirth into
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some individuals to transmute the body and pass through the Halls of Amenti to

their doubles and transmute into Tara"s grid. The first wave will begin in 2012

Page:  37

process involves the transmutation of particles and anti-particles into progressively less
dense states

Page:  39

antiparticle merge, and transmute into pure energy. They return to the morphogenetic field
carrying

particles to merge, transmute and re-manifest within the dimensional bands above and
below.

those energetic grids transmute, sending a Morphogenetic Wave into the dimensional band
above. The

approaches transition and transmutation of some of its particles, people on the planet will

undergo this particle transmutation. Just as only portions of the planet"s particles will be

be able to transmute and ascend into the next dimension through the morphogenetic wave,



Page:  40

THE SECOND SEEDING transmute and ride with the planet on that wave of ascension.

the body cannot transmute, but the soul essence is ready to ride the ascension

Page:  52

their consciousness and transmute their bodies, so portions of the population could "catch

Page:  80

it allows full transmutation out of matter and can embody the consciousness of a

Page:  89

particle double and transmute their DNA, that passage into the Halls of Amenti could

Page:  99

DNA activation and transmutation, are geared toward this purpose, including the new
information currently

Page:  103

particle double, and transmute the body itself into the higherdimensional fields ofHU-2,
literally

process of DNA transmutation does not only involve the personal identity. As we have

Page:  104

imprint and to transmute the limitations of the genetic codes with which they were

ability to fully transmute the personal genetic imprint is not always available on Earth.

Page:  107

hyper-space and transmute into their respective dimensional morphogenetic fields. This
particle/anti-particle

particle/anti-particle transmutation progressively accelerates, as the energetic grids of Earth
and Tara

come into alignment, transmuting more and more overtone particles and base-tone anti-
particles

fields. The progressive transmutation of particles and anti-particles creates a building wave
of

anti-particles, fully transmute into the morphogenetic fields. As Earth"s overtone particles
become progressively

Page:  111

either direct, bodily transmutation through a time portal passage from Earth to Tara, or

through the dimensional transmutation of the portals). They will end up on Tara in



Page:  112

begin to fully transmute and appear on Tara, within the time cycles of HU-

Page:  113

this particle separation, transmutation and dimensional transfer, the energetic structures of
human biology and

of Earth would transmute in the same manner. Earth would shift completely out of

Page:  147

that released energy, transmute it through D-5 and D-8 frequency patterns, (

Page:  151

(clear and transmute the lower pulsating particles from the body and auric field),

clearing and DNA transmutation, this is precisely what is taking place. When you create

Page:  154

morphogenetic field, are transmuted through their anti-particles and transferred into the
morphogenetic field

Euiago cycle, also transmutes and transfers into the time cycles ofHU-2. A planet"s

Page:  162

but cannot fully transmute the body to do so, preparation for achieving ascension following

in conscious cellular transmutation work, and will be guided through personal spiritual work,
to

and assisted in transmuting their bodies into light (which constitutes raising the pulsation

Page:  164

were unable to transmute to higher accretion levels. This is the least-favorable option

Page:  190

the mechanics of Transmutative Stellar Activations and Stellar Ulave Infusions, for it is
through

series of six Transmutative Stellar Activations and Stellar Wave Infusions between 5/5/2000

Page:  193

receive the progressive Transmutative Stellar 1Vtlve Infusions and Stellar Activations that will
allow Earth

Page:  195

Crystal. Earth"s First Transmutative Stellar Activation-The Solar Activation-begins. Earth"s
D-1 Particle

gold core crystal, transmuting both into their higher-dimensional morphogenetic



fields/hyper-space (

Page:  196

first of six Transmutative Stellar Activations the planet will undergo between 2000 and 2017.

process of bodily transmutation and the ability to physically pass through the Halls of

bodies. This creates transmutation of the body form, the ability to bodily ascend, the

Page:  201

beginning Earth"s first Transmutative Stellar Wave Infusion, the D-5/ D-6 Blue Wave

Page:  204

process of cellular transmutation through which the body can raise its particle pulsation
rhythm

Page:  207

can choose to transmute into etheric form on D-7 Gaia, to begin embodiment

Page:  208

Activations of its Transmutative Stellar Activation cycle, and will not begin its fourth D-

Page:  213

cycle of three Transmutative Stellar Wave Infusions. The D-7 /D-8 Gold

Page:  215

its three remaining Transmutative Stellar Wave Activations and Earth"s core receives a rapid
sequence

the full six Transmutative Stellar Activations and Stellar Wave Infusions will become fully
embodied

Page:  247

attribute of Atomic Transmutation and self-directed Ascension out of manifest density. 10 If

Page:  256

until they fully transmute out of the Time Matrix. After ascending out of the

Page:  257

Codes through which transmutative ascension out of the Time Matrix can be achieved. The

Page:  401

Braiding for Atomic Transmutation and Star Gate passage(ascension). 19. Seven
"Churches/Candlesticks/

Page:  410



from absorbing and transmuting these frequencies. Numerous others within the group also
reported the

Page:  421

parallel" dolille end transmute inlo the time cycles of llle next highest Hannonic Universe.

highest Hannonic Universe. Transmutation is achieved via fusion, fission and replication of
the matter-

morphogenetic field. As transmutation into the next Harmonic Universe occurs parti:le
pulsation and

Page:  425

strands of cellular transmutation to remain alive within the biological gene pool. The 3

Page:  428

the opportunity to transmute the body structure into light and teleport through the portal

Page:  431

CHOOSING YOUR FUTURE Transmutation, which is achieved through the rapid assembly and
activation of

activated allow for transmutation of the cellular structure from one space-time station to

others. Earth"s upcoming Transmutative Stellar Activation period will allow humanity the
opportunity for rapid

acceleration, through which transmutative self-evacuation from Descending Earth can be
achieved. You have

Activations and Bodily Transmutation see page 465. 431

Page:  438

Crystal Body. Cellular Transmutation can be achieved by adding new frequency patterns into
the

Page:  444

science of cellular transmutation through particle acceleration. 444

Page:  445

ACTIVATIONS STELLAR ACTIVATIONS Transmutative Activations-Planetary and Personal All
matter forms and forms of

Page:  446

field progressively undergo transmutation of form. Once a morphogenetic field has accreted
most of

energy capsules and transmuting their particle content into next Harmonic Universe is
referred to

to as a Transmutative Activation or Stellar Activation. Stellar Activations are a natural part



emotional bodies. The Transmutative Activations are referred to as Stellar Activations
because the infusions

Page:  447

spirals. The six Transmutative Activations, with which we are now concerned, interface with
Earth

U"il VE INFUSIONS Transmutative wave Infusions Blue Wtwe D-5/D-6, Violet Wtwe

Page:  449

body cells, which transmutes the cellular structure, as the particles of the HU-1

Page:  452

Earth begins a Transmutative Stellar Activation. Between 5/5/2000 and 2017 Earth will

Page:  454

Star Crystals and Transmutation of the Human Body As Earth enters its cycle of

Page:  457

in order to transmute the particle content of the body and consciousness out of

Page:  458

necessary for Cellular Transmutation. The 12 dormant gene codes corresponding to 12 of
the

Codes, Codes of Transmutation or Fire Codes. Collectively the 12 Fire Codes are known

cannot achieve cellular transmutation. Without operational Fire Codes, the body becomes
locked within its

and achieve cellular transmutation. This process will not take place automatically. It requires
conscious

Page:  460

particle rhythm and transmutation. Dimensional particle rhythm acceleration causes the Star
Crystal Seal between
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merge, fuse and transmute into the dimensional bands of the Harmonic Universe above. As

allow for cellular transmutation, teleportation, time travel and dimensional ascension to take
place. Also

as Codes of Transmutation or Genetic Time Codes. One DNA Fire Code corresponds to

light waves and transmute into the dimensional bands of the Harmonic Universe above. The

Page:  462

body cells accelerate, transmute into light then re-manifest within the three-dimensional field



the Gene of Transmutation. The Fire Codes break down through distortion in the DNA

would activate, progressively transmuting the cellular structure into less dense states of
matter. The

Page:  463

process of cellular transmutation can be briefly called into action. This will allow for

bio-energetically induced transmutative evacuation from Phantom Earth to take place, for
those who

the upcoming six Transmutative Stellar Activations will allow various Star Crystal Seals to
release

Page:  465

FIRE CODES & TRANSMUTING CELLULAR STRUCTURE VIA STAR CRYSTAL SEALS L1ghl
Speclrum & Con1a1ns

Page:  467

acceleralton and cellular transmutation The speed of the corresponding Merkaba Fields
increases, prepanng the

the physical body transmutes into the time continuum of the next highest Harmonic
Universe.
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Seal - DNA Transmutatlve Activations Available to Humans 515."2000 - 2017 1 0-

Page:  472

Infusions and particle transmutation take place as a result of combining higher and lower
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would also rapidly transmute (shatter and return to natural space-dust Partiki Units)

Red Pulse "transmutation by fire" (hydrogen bumlng} that would occur during this

fragmentation and atomic transmutation, the matter forms built upon Shields possessing less
than 31%

Page:  5

of Earth to transmute the 0·5 Arc Seal within their Shields. Once

Solar Red Pulse transmutation to space-dust units. Once the 3-Day Particle Conversion

Page:  11

Shield activation to transmute the Metatronic Seed· Atom activation, and prevent it from

motion co-resonant transmutation of the "666-Seed-Atom• as it progressively enters

Page:  22

each other, then transmute through internal fission, causing the Shield Template to shatter
and
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Metatronic encryptions "transmuted live" through the Shields of living, incarnate MCEO Flame
Holders.

Page:  9

progressively and internally transmute the Ruby Seal Metatronic currents by combining them
with the

business" of manual transmutation of the COT -Piate-11 Ruby Seal, which was

as they began transmutation of these currents, they were also able to access the

Page:  11

our Speakers successful transmutation of the COT -Piate-11 "Ruby Seal", the

Speakers had successfully transmuted the COT -Piate-11 "Ruby Seal", and that
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during Hetharo, via transmutation of the CDT -Piate-11 "Ruby Seal", there

Page:  14

Shield would rapidly transmute and block bio-tronic attack. In the few weeks following

completed purging and transmuting the disharmonic currents generated by the post-Hetharo
UIR Andromie-
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Seal" could be transmuted, to enter a "hyper-time leap" from the 1st
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fully integrated and transmuted into vibrational co-resonance with the event line of the

horizon has been transmuted into co-resonance with the second Reuche-a Shift time
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that we were transmuting it in Andorra Hethalon August 2003
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be able to transmute out through a Host Matrix. Because those people are many
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The work to transmute The body. They were going to take it where they
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implants were composed transmute upon contact with natural Base-12 D-13 light, returning
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Sirian Nodule Implant transmutes, tiny starbursts of Golden-Silver-ONE light emerge within
Kathara

Implant Nodes also transmute and disappear. Andorra Hethalon August 2003 103
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ltes the systematic transmutation of physical matter density and expansion of individuated
consciousness aw.

in process called Transmutational Dimensional Ascension·. Through the model of Stair-Step
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Khundaray are perpetually transmuted into the 3 Primal Light Currents ofthe Kee-Ra-ShA
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key to physical cellulartransmutatlon of the body. Kundallnlenergy currents ragulats the
phY$1cal body"s
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Complex. ·Focus: Transmutation -:.-"~~!1.11 Maharic Shield- Axian Lines, ~~--:~"11
DNA,Chakras10-
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through which atomic transmutation takes place. It is through progressive activation of the
personallnterdimensional

of Merkaba" means transmuting the dimsity of the matter-body into a less dense
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fuse for atomic transmutation into light-sound waves. The "fixed" body is finite

production and atomic transmutation take place for progressive activation of the
lnterdimensional Harmonic Merkaba

processes of atomic transmutation take place within the physical body structure through
progressive activation

ln 12-dimensional transmutation (used for interdimensional/ inter-time transit and
ascension into

chemically and electromagnetically transmuted into a . Density-4 (D-13-14-15)

magnetic energy contraction), transmuting into an Pale-Silver Elliptical Sphere of Density-4
Pre-

Merkaba Vehicle for transmutation into Pre-matter, the 3-Dimensional Nethra Phase, 6·
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3-dimensional atomic transmutation) via natural planetry · portals, within the confines of
the

which interdimensional atomic transmutation for off-planet Star Gate passage and bodily
Dimensional Ascension

the Nethra Merkaba transmuts a portion of the atomic body into the Hydro-plasmic
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6-dimensional atomic transmutation) withinin Densities-1and 2, via Universal Star Gates 1
through

through which atomic transmutation for bodily Ascension to Density-2 can be achieved. The

the Hallah Merkaba transmuts a portion of the atomic body into the Hydro-plasmic

atomic body is transmuted into Density-2 silica-carbon-based Semi-ethric matter. The
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9-diniensional atomic transmutation) withinin Densities-1, 2 and 3, via Universal Star Gates.

through which atomic transmutation for bodily Ascension to Density-3 can be achieved. The

the Quatra Merkaba transmuts the majority of the atomic body into the Hydro-plasmic

atomic body is transmuted into Density-3 silica--based Ethric matter. The Teuric Capsule
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atomic stnucture fully transmutes into the Pre-matter Hydro-plasmic Christos Body of
Density-

12-dimensional atomic transmutation) withinin Densities-1 , 2, 3 and 4, via Universal

through which atomic transmutation for bodily Ascension to Density-4 can be achieved. The

the Mahunta Merkaba transmuts the entire atomic body into the Hydro-plasmic state of
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atomic body are transmuted into Density-4 liquid-silica-based Pre-matter Hydro-plasmic

process of full transmutation back through the 0-12 Christos, the Primal Light Fields

capacity for full transmutation of the Pre-matter "Liquid Light Christ Body". Rahunta

process of further transmuting the Density-4 Pre-matter Pale-Silver Elliptical Sphere of

Template. The final transmutation of identity out of the Time Matrix occurs as the

magnetic energy contaction) transmutes the electrical Primal Light Thermo~plasmic Body
back into the
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of biological atomic transmutation (ascension and!or star gate/space-time travel). •.
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chemical of atomic transmutation" . . It is the natural chemical product that forms
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next largest gene, transmuting the smaller gene fnto ·a copy of the larger

in Chromosome-1 transmute to replicate those in Chromosome-2, triggering Chromosome-2
to

Page:  116

Hormone Crystals" and transmutation and crystallization of portions of the body"s water
molecules into

during the cellular transmutation process; but it leaves behind a "Phantom Residue" after

completed its physical transmutation out of Oensity-1 (later discussed). The fonnation of

fusion and molecular transmutation will begin. As the Celestaline blueprint reaches critical
mass within

Page:  117

"wave phase", transmuting the particle/anti-particle packages also into wave-form. The

moments before full transmutation of the body, a "Phantom CelesmiacResidue" of the
Celesma

body completes atomic transmutation, the residual . muons, mesons and photons left behind
from

has undergone atomic transmutation is a compound substance made of the Celesmat.ic
Residue

that did not transmute are bound, So what HAPPENS once a body undergoes atomic

body undergoes atomic transmutation through natural activation of the Turn-Stile and
Interface DNA

process of atomic transmutation is set in motion by the activation of the Tum-

the physical atomic transmutation processes, which begin with stimulation of the Vector
Codes in

Page:  118

Celestaline and atomic transmutation, the DNA Template, chemical DNA, Shields and smaller
Dimensional Merkaba

body. For atomic transmutation to occur, the 4 Harmonic Merkaba Spirals progressively
merge to

process of atomic transmutation. If it were not for the electromagnetic-wave-form of

Page:  119

through the atomic transmutaion process. AS the Merkaba Vehicle, the conscious identity still
"

Dynamics of atomic transmutation via the Merkaba Vehicle is utilized. The atomic structure
enters
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to clear & transmute activated She-na Trans· position filter miasmic crystals from

Page:  233

Filter and Miasmic Transmutation. The most important attribute of re-establishing the
natural Axiom

Page:  254

Complex. ·Focus: Transmutation
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can be naturally transmuted to eventually free the Axiom/ DNA Templates and all aspects
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via clearing and transmutation of "Planetary Karma" Polarity Reversals which are caused by

frequencies sufficient to transmute the 55R Tandem STF Fields, enabling natural polarity
realignments to

Page:  285

healing facilitation while transmuting and clearing personal and client bio-energetic field
distortions. •

Page:  299

buffer field that transmutes Reversed Current Freauencies as they begin activatio"n. When
used once

Page:  301

will serve to transmute disharmonic, reversed frequencies moving through the DNA from the
Shadow

and will also transmute disharmonic frequencies coming into the DNA Template from the
Planetaiy

Page:  313

Flame begins to transmute the miasmic detritus, frozen light . particles, present in your

miasmic release and transmutation unfolds .. but, whatever you feel. .. take a little

Page:  315

which will progressively transmute miasmic particles of frozen light located there. Again,
inhale Heliotalics

whilst also progressively transmuting miasmic detritus. On the final in-breath, pull heliotalics
on

Page:  324



desires to clear/ transmute 55R Charge Sho-Na Transposition Fields and their corresponding
Miasms
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Sho-na Field transmutation, and to facilitate the Lotus Run CliP.nt Session. ·
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To absorb and transmute the Vesica Pisces mutation and reset the natural Tri-Veca
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Filter and Miasmic Transmutation. /54-
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can be naturally transmuted to eventually free the Axiom/ DNA Templates and all aspects
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via clearing and transmutation of "Planetary Karma" Polarity Reversals which are caused by

frequencies sufficient to transmute the 55R Tandem STF Fields, enabling natural polarity
realignments to
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Pulse Rhythms and transmutation of Sho-Na Fields within the Axiom Template, Axiom Lines
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dissolution, and progressive transmutation of "past", current and future miasmic and Sho-
Na

uncommon to associate transmutation of Tribal and/ or Planetary Karma with various forms
of
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Sho-Na crystal transmutation. 10 ALWAYS begin with the Lotus Touch "Quick Fire"
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ready to receive Transmutation of its unnatural "Bucky-ball" Radiation Matrix Harness
through
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"POPS" and transmutes into a Spark of Gold Dust at the bottom of

de-densities and transmutes in the D-13. 5 Lotos Light. 19 Continue normal
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Pulse, but will transmute and absorb Red-Pulse Wave Spectra as it runs, within
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dissolution, and progressive transmutation of "past", current and future miasmic and Sho-
Na

uncommon to associate transmutation of Tribal and/ or Planetary Karma with various forms
of
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Sho-Na crystal transmutation. 10 ALWAYS begin with the Lotus Touch "Quick Fire"
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Sequence and Atomnic Transmutation-Wave Infusion Cycle Commencement Days 1-13
Starburst Dynamics-4:
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Etheric Red Pulse Transmutation Sequence. 7 Reu-sha-TA Strand Snaps and Cal-or-

Etheric Red Pulse Transmutation Sequence, or simply the Etheric RED PULSE SEQUENCE,
commencing Etheric

Page:  8

Commencement: Etheric Body Transmutation Wave Infusion-Cycle (Red, Orange, UV,
Double, Turquoise Silent

12. Etheric Body Transmutation Wave Infusion-Cycle Unfolds :. As the "Red Wave

Etheric Red Pulse Transmutation Sequence series of Etheric Capsule subhannonic frequency
Infusions systematically runs

wave spectrum, progressively transmuting each sub-harmonic of the Etheric Dimensional
Shield. and Dimensional

the Kelheric-Atomic Transmutation Wave ·Infusion-Cycle of Day-12 to Day-13.

Page:  9

2, 2005 Atomic Transmutation-Wave Infusion Cycle Commencement 13. Atomic Body
Transmutation-Wave Infusion-

13. Atomic Body Transmutation-Wave Infusion-Cycle Unfolds As the Hydroplasmic Wave
floods the

dissolves, the Atomic Transmutation-Wave Infusion Cycle series of Hydro plasmic (Liquid-
Silica-

. .The Transmutation-wave Infusion Cycle begins separation between Ascending and
Descending ·

of Atomic Body Transmutation-Wave Infusion Cycle prepares Ascending and Descending
aspects of Planetary

Page:  11

H. Dimensional Transmutation-Wave Infusion Cycle ends and Dimensional Starburst Phase-
Sequence begins
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Red Pulse and Transmutation phases to come, (and those for each Veca Pillar
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ready to receive Transmutation of its unnatural "B ucky-ball" Radiation Matrix Harness
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"POPS" and transmutes into a Spark of Gold Dust at the bottom of

de-densifies and transmutes in the 0-13.5 Lotos Light. 19 Continue normal Ra
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"seek and transmute" any areas of similar, undesirable vibration within you ... Then
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We used to transmute bodies with frequency when someone died-all controlled by the
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In order to transmute, go through a star gate, and pop up on Tara,
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Khundaray are perpetually transmuted into the 3 Primal Light Currents of the Kee-Ra-
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for progressive biological transmutation out of solid matter and carbon-based biology, into
Silica,

continua and to transmute the body form out of its present time continua and
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for progressive biological transmutation out of solid matter and carbon-based biology, into
Silica,

creates progressive bodily transmutation. As one works to shift detrimental habit patterns,
Keylontic Exercises
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karmic eaters- they transmute miasms as they come up when you can reach critical
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Capstone Ray of Transmutation through which all things made of Light are returned to
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and strengthen the transmutative functions of the Shadow Body"s Golden-Silver-ONE Aura
Filter.

exercise. It will transmute miasmic stuff, Ruby stuff that isn"t part of your natural

so it literally transmutes anything that"s stuck, back to its highest level of evolution.

you wish to transmute. Imagine you can now hear with the "Inner Ears,"

released miasmic level transmuting back into Primal Sound vibration, clearing the miasms
through direct
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to counteract and transmute all the garbage you pick up just by being down
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collide, they fuse, transmute, and completely de-manifest to become a tiny merkaba field.

partika fusing to transmute, de-manifest, and re-form a partiki. Thus the past

field. Through the transmutation of every instant of time into the next harmonic universe
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body for atomic transmutation and activation of the merkaba vehicle. The fire codes are
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as the body transmutes and transits into the Jhardon of EDON. Throughout this last
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the body undergoes transmutation (that is, turns itself back into light). 9. Heliotalics:
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diagonal. 12. To transmute our bodies from one Density level to the next we
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protection field that transmutes environmental electromagnetic radiation (d) all ofthe above
6. The
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them away, they transmute. They come together, the polarities, particle and anti-particle
that

forms, come together, transmute, turn into anti-matter and go to the next level

up. You progressively transmute the polarities so you expand back into Source. There is
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are going to transmute the body to a higher level, and take it to
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be able to transmute the Gamma Radiation into powerful Healing Currents with the ability

a kind of transmutation screen. It is a type of buffer field and when
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benefit from the transmuted Gamma Radiation will only apply to matter and life forms
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prevention for a transmutation screen. Imagine the Sun and imagine if it were going

to create a transmutation screen. The radiation will still come to Earth, but much

it will be transmuted off as it passes though this screen. As long as

no screen to transmute the greatest degree of those bursts that are coming to

they are being transmuted to a degree, where we are not going to be

will allow the transmutation frequencies from the Sun, to buffer it to some level,

hold the solar transmutation field. That will allow for beings of all kinds -
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to receive and transmute that, even if you have metatronic codes. It means you

be able to transmute hardly any of the gamma ray bursts coming off the

hard time even transmuting the frequencies coming off the transmutation field of the
Aqualene

coming off the transmutation field of the Aqualene Sun. So, it would expedite the

help us by transmuting the other radiation that would just wipe all of us

in not only transmuting things that are the symptoms of the genetic mutation that

be able to transmute the entire mutation. Which means, they will not only be
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going to be transmuted enough so we can all still live and breathe here.
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to clear and transmute and go back into spacedust where it leaves a bit
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to protect, to transmute gamma rays that are going to be releasing from its

us that same transmutation screen so we"ll be able to transmute more of the

be able to transmute more of the stuff coming in from the sun, that
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protection field and transmutation field that can come and its from the Aqualene
transmission
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which is that transmutation buffer field that will allow the radiation that"s going to

here to be transmuted and actually used for health purposes. So, what I am
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they can fully transmute into the natural silica base so that they could go
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to protect and transmute the frequencies that are going to be coming off the
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carbon to silica transmutation. At some point it would mean that. I don"t know
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our bodies to transmute that stuff when it comes in. It will escalate our

will escalate our transmutation ability. We have the D1 Net running through the crust
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our consciousness, and transmuting it. What you don"t want to do is just depolarize

It"s depolarizing and transmuting any part of the reversed energy that isn"t your own,
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begin the biological transmutation that will allow enough of the carbon to be transmuted,

carbon to be transmuted, and enough change that"s happening in the DNA that we
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have the AS transmutation field up around that. So, whether or not we will

gets through, the transmutation field of the Aqualene Sun that will be around Sala

at least the transmutation screen. Let"s say, kind of like fortifying the ozone layer,
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create a local transmutation screen of the Aqualene Sun, that will take those gamma

gamma bursts and transmute them, which just means neutralize them, absorb them, and
turn
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for it to transmute the artificial biomes. What that did was made the environment
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de Luna begins transmutation & purging of the 9562 BC Atlantian "Seal of
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the fountain quickly transmutes into mist then "pops" suddenly, forming a 12 foot
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as it continually transmutes carbons to silica maintaining the optimum silica to carbon ratio,
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can now be transmuted and there will be more time left for the Ascension
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body through gates, transmuting it into light and "popping in" in another space/
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longer able to transmute itself to the level of being able to ascend, in
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to de-densify/transmute matter progressively until it reaches a point where it can
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able to dedensify/transmute matter progressively until it reaches a point where it can
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11. Transfiguration: The Transmutation that happens when you allow an Element here and
its
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both Manifest Bodies, transmuting their Atomic matter to Celestalline. • By bringing the Spirit
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Currents merge and transmute into hydrogeleziac hydroplasm liquid light current. •
Hydroplasm forms an

Body Currents and transmute to Hydras, forming the transcendent element Celestalline. •
This releases
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Currents merge and transmute into Hydrogeleziac hydroplasm liquid light Currents, and when
these Spirit

pull together and transmute the Atomic structure to Celestalline just before temporarily
turning it
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clear it and transmute it. But you can also work with the Eiradonis Body
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in doing so, transmuting the atomic matter into celestalline (the transient element) and
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currents merge and transmute into hydrogeleziac hydro plasmic liquid light ... union of the
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those, there"s a transmutation screen that allows for some of that radiation to be
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how well the transmutation screen is working and if it needs to be amped
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you can"t finish transmuting and how to do that. So there are processes of

you can"t fully transmute. And there are processes of dying well and getting where
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Spirit in a transmuted matter form, that has the capacity to shift angular rotation

matter structure and transmute and transfigure. It"s called Transfiguration. Transfigure the
matter structure, progressively,

Page:  141

occurs, by the transmutation of Elements in the body, that happens when you allow

bond, because they transmute into the next less Density up-alright? I can"t talkl

Page:  198

Celestalline. They will transmute to that element Celestalline. And that is part of the

Page:  205

Body frequencies, progressively transmuting their atomic matter base into Celestalline, and
progressively changing from

Page:  208

Currents merge and transmute into hydrogeleziac hydroplasm liquid light current. So when
you bring

Currents converting and transmuting to Hydros. So the Eiradonis Currents go from being
Hydrolase
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clear it and transmute it. But, you can work with it more consciously and
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levels are being transmuted at this time through this host system , and they
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came, to literally transmute that part of that gene code, to progressively get it

be able to transmute it. Some people just won"t have enough time to transmute

enough time to transmute the body fast enough. And if you don"t, that"s okay.
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is actually from transmuting stuff that doesn"t belong in there. So, that doesn"t really
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processes of TRANSFIGURATION. Transmutation (re-enlightenment of the atomic structure)
and Transfiguration Irespiritualization

of atomic Cellular Transmutation and Transfiguration by which the biological Second Stage
and then

point" of atomic Transmutation/ Transfiguration, which begins halfway through Bharda
Phase-1 of the

which the already Transmuted atomic quantum temporarily contracts as a spark of light into

The not-yet-Transmuted atomic quantum of the physical-atomic body remains in its

of the already Transmuted atomic quantum) "rides" within the Rash a Body in

Page:  8

and the already Transmuted atomic quantum expands back outward from the Rasha Body
and

which the already Transmuted atomic quantum temporarily Transfigures into an infrasound
radiation pattern; the

of temporary atomic Transmutation, in which the physical-atomic quantum temporarily
merges with the

anatomy The temporarily Transmuted physical-atomic quantum and Light Body contract as a
spark

Body and temporarily Transmuted physical-atomic quantum), and the Spirit Body (carrying
the

physical-atomic quantum Transmuted to light, and the Light Body and the temporarily
Transmuted

and the temporarily Transmuted physical-atomic quantum down-step their BPR and expand
back

the not-yet-Transmuted quantum of the physical-atomic form-with its surrounding Light

point" of atomic Transmutation/Transfiguration to enter the Krystar State of full Ascension,
from
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and related subjects. Transmutation, Transfiguration, the Krystar State, the "Rapture," Trans
genesis, and

Page:  10



of atomic Cellular Transmutation within the physical body as the Eiradonis prana radiation
Transmutes

Eiradonis prana radiation Transmutes a portion of the atomic ManE Body back into "

quantum has been Transmuted into "light," the KaLA-Krysta "Ma-Sha" Cycle

enters the mana-Transmuted portions of the atomic structure, Transfiguring the Transmuted
atoms-and

structure, Transfiguring the Transmuted atoms-and the corresponding aspects of the Light
Body and

Body is made. Transmutation is the "re-enlightenment of matter" that occurs when

heat up" and Transmute from manE matter-substance into embodied mana "light"-the

the "light-Transmuted" embodied mana portions of the physical-matter ManE Body merge

of the light-Transmuted physical-atomic ManE Body, and the corresponding aspects of mana

re-enlightened" or Transmuted into mana "light" electromagnetic radiation-vapor, and the
atomic

Cycle of simultaneous Transmutation and Transfiguration. During the Ma-Sha Cycle, the
remaining manE

ManE Body progressively Transmutes into mana light, forming the temporary, half-quantum,
physical-atomic

the previously light-Transmuted ManE Body mana quantum and the Light Body mana
quantum

Page:  15

there-enlightenment (Transmutation) andre-spiritualization (Transfiguration) of the mortal
body atomic structure

Page:  19

re-enlightenment (Transmutation) andre- The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented
by Adashi

Page:  21

entire physical body Transmutes into Elemental Vapor (Thermos heat radiation). As the
physical

the physical body Transmutes to Elemental Vapor, only a single "inorganic cell" called

Page:  22

Field and instantaneously Transmutes back into purified mana-light radiation, then Elemental
Vapor heat

that were not Transmuted to Elemental Vapor. Moreover, the other identities in space-time

Page:  26

Cell releases and transmutes into Va-Bou-Di Dust, releases a gamma burst, and

be unable to Transmute their matter content to a "half-density" state, and



Page:  69

the ability to transmute these things in our bodies. We have the Derma-NET

Page:  89

what is being transmuted off the epigenetic layer of the DNA, and they"ll be

Page:  153

running, it"s also transmuting part of the Threshold activations that progressively run as well

Page:  154

to do the transmutation. Wait a minute, we"ve got incoming Ok, we just got

Page:  165

atom and progressively transmuting because they are going to get hit with a reverse

gonna do is transmute whatever portions of the matrix that goes back so they

Page:  338

not destruction. It"s transmutation actually, to the higher level and to the Adashi return

Page:  341

body to experience transmutation to other density levels, so it can go through a

Page:  400

couldn"t tolerate and transmute what is the natural radiation levels of a Star like

first of all transmute more of the frequencies of the reversed kind that are

Page:  404

will allow a transmutation field to form in the atmosphere of Earth and also

Sun that can transmute some of that, it will stop those bursts from reaching

can run the transmutation field if Earth and Urtha can activate the Aurora 4

Page:  405

frequencies that would transmute any of the Bardoah rays coming off the Sun, ok

Page:  414

will allow the transmutation of these bands right, so we will see before anybody

Page:  440

activations or to transmute their activations. And that is partly what it"s about, it

isn"t done to transmute them. The Aqualene Sun frequencies that run the Aqualene



Transmission

the ability to transmute the reversed radiation levels that are being thrown by the

that healing, that transmutation of the stuff that the other guys, the Fallen Angelics

Page:  451

to hold the Transmutation Field around Sol. They couldn"t do that through Shala alone.

Page:  455

we"ve got the Transmutation Field of the Aqualene Sun already, you know, activating So

Page:  504

Shield also begins transmutation of the D1 Derma NET, that is the DNA etheric-

Page:  507

Shield also begins transmutation of the D21ntra-NET, (chemical DNA telluric) within the

Page:  513

your fields will transmute them and use them as positive energy. But, we were

Page:  524

.. they will transmute the Solar ones .. Earth will actually ... what is

the Aqualene Sun Transmutation Fields, but it will also assist in Sala 4, being

in holding a transmutation field; Aurora Sun Field, around it so it can transmute

so it can transmute and burn off or transmute back into Paritki Dust- Space

burn off or transmute back into Paritki Dust- Space Dust the Gamma Ray Bursts

Page:  537

will trigger in transmuting things that would be harmful for your body. It will

being able to transmute and use in positive ways, the frequencies that will be
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it has a transmutation field coming in at a different ARPS to burn as

Page:  58

be able to transmute it to a certain degree. That"s why they are contemplating

Page:  76

those NETs and transmuting them because we have the power to do that There"s

Page:  85

but enough to transmute the frequencies that will cause this to go into Pole

Page:  86

will begin the transmutation process of their NETs and that means the NETs will

Page:  93

it"s beginning to transmute because it is. It"s going to begin transmuting with the

going to begin transmuting with the frequencies that are coming in on planet. This

Page:  98

to buffer and transmute some of the frequencies because of the intensity of it

Page:  102

to block and transmute the frequency that"s coming from the Knights Saxony group. The

Page:  112

process ofum, Cellular Transmutation. And what this is gonna look like as we progress

Page:  113

the effects of transmuting the DNA mess that is in our bodies. Nobody ever

very rapid cellular transmutation that they said the gift will. But if you feel

yeah, you"re gonna transmute all right, you"re going to transmute yourself right into a

you"re going to transmute yourself right into a Black Hole or into a Hibernation



Page:  118

if it can"t transmute the matter body and take it with it, the Spirit

Page:  123

where I could transmute it. .. so far ... and where they couldn"t come

Page:  125

field that will transmute on contact, those frequencies. You were lined up with their

frequency that would transmute them. So they"re having a bit of a problem with

the power to transmute most of it But, there will be some level, an

able to fully transmute, so there will be some over run from that we

weren"t able to transmute That has a potential to cause earthquakes. And they said

what runs, what transmutes, at what level to see where the build-up might

to try to transmute whatever, so it doesn"t go there. If they can prevent

Page:  126

greater strength of transmutation potential, as far as transmuting the energies that would
build

as far as transmuting the energies that would build up and start ricocheting around

in order to transmute the Cadeucus frequencies so they don"t ... if they hit

Page:  127

through a full transmutation where you can take the body with you, which is

Page:  140

are gonna begin transmuting and healing and the light is going to start showing

Page:  148

that will be transmuting and shifting as we progressively clear those things out of

stops. This is transmuting stuff in the bone that doesn"t belong there that"s built

right anymore and transmuting that energy. I know I"ve experienced bone pain with that,

Page:  185

are beginning to transmute And down here is our surface, and like when we

Page:  218

on, because that transmutes the energy that would come from the Sun. So, anyway,

Page:  307



starts to actually transmute and transfigure. What"s it going to feel like? Oh goody,

Page:  370

that would naturally transmute and they"d cycle through the poles and come out the

Page:  405

return the gift ofTransmutation and Transmigration of form. We move by the process ofT

Page:  420

allow for the transmutation to, or the transfiguration to the Adashi 1, through Krystar

Page:  426

to clear and transmute the goop that this takes on when it comes up

this, and then transmuting them there, we will only do it at horizontal. Once

Page:  427

muck out, and transmutes them on the horizontal, when it"s lying down, through the

Page:  436

as this rain transmutes the oily residue of the mutation and the miasms off

Page:  474

coming together and transmuting -this is alchemy at its best, real alchemy, that

do- where they transmute, and this has to do with the hydrolase conversion, and

Page:  476

use it to transmute the unnatural encryption out of the cells, and strengthen the

Page:  478

Sun. We can transmute and use the transmuted energy from the Bardoah ring waves,

and use the transmuted energy from the Bardoah ring waves, but solar symbiosis cycle

now. We can transmute the frequencies if we have something else to have solar

own ability to transmute the ring waves coming off of our falling Sun, or
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fall Earth will transmute the encryption of the Procyak False Record and Memory Matrix,
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I just can"t transmute it fast enough. Once you guys came and were on

is like it transmuted it- it loosened it a level where it could come



so I could transmute the stuff that was making me sick, that was coming

Page:  488

via Adjugate Bonding Transmutation, activating the Atomic Re-Genesis Process by which
Organic Solar

Page:  512

can begin the transmutation of the atomic structure to purge out the mutation of

Page:  515

go into the transmutation. So, you know, into the natural transmutation that cycles, that

into the natural transmutation that cycles, that are holding on planet, which means you

Page:  518

that is the transmutation ray that is allowing more of the energy to come

Page:  521

Elements & matter Transmute to next Density @ 1 Acceleration of BPR- Transmutation +

Acceleration of BPR- Transmutation + 1 Transf~guration shift-ARPS cyclematter
Transf~gures/spiritualizes
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are called the Transmutation Cycles, where it goes from transfiguring, and the transfiguring
is

point Then the transmutation is where we go into Hydrolase Conversion. Now, we"re going

Page:  15

three of us transmuting each piece of it that we each had to deal

Page:  60

since Amsterdam, physically transmuting that at the center of the Shield so it didn"t

Page:  72

part that hasn"t transmuted yet of the body, we have fully engaged the Eiradonis

as getting to transmute the body out, where you get to take every ounce

heal it and transmute it as you go. But, wherever we were, it would

Page:  115

around-in-your-transmuted-Krystic-form-down-here person-a Ma-Sha-Yah-you

Page:  133

and trying to transmute the other garbage that"s activating So it"s been a real

Page:  144

Telluric Body is transmuted, and that"s the point where what is called the Bhardoah

Page:  154

is different than Transmute or Transform They are different processes. Transformation is
what occurs

Page:  157

your way of transmuting the rest of your atomic structure into that Keriatric Matter

Page:  158

was not yet transmuted. After 5 Ecoushic Tones" actually they"re triple tones "which



Page:  159

structure that wasn"t transmuted. All right, so "The Gha"-ren that"s in the

Gha-Fa", they transmute into an AdorA 41nfrasound Gha-Fa" Body. In organic, Krystic

separate "and transmute into elemental vapor" So, they are supposed to, there is

and once it"s transmuted to elemental vapor, then "The Gha-Fa" Body then

Page:  169

Ohani Ring will transmute the purge wave that a body usually releases as it

be able to transmute and purge the purge wave before it engages the Telluric

be able to transmute it before it uploads into physical manifestation We all have

purge wave being transmuted by the Ohani Codes in the Shield. 3) "Those

Page:  170

Gha-Fa" will transmute and heal the Matter Body back to a minimum of

Page:  171

right It will transmute eventually anyway. (more laughter) So they said for those

Page:  172

it more to transmute When you put solids in, they"re more dense then liquids.

the body to transmute it So they"re suggesting that, you know, still eat normal

Page:  190

planetary grids to transmute as much of the Omega Kill Code that the White

Page:  192

and they finish transmuting or transfiguring the rest of the cellular structure while they

Page:  194

quantum has been transmuted into light radiation to put it simple. It gets more

the quantum being transmuted you can start a Slide 1. A Slide 1 is

a quarter quantum transmutation. When you get to the half way point you can

Page:  195

quarter percent is transmuted or transfigured. So, that would be the beginning and we

Page:  198

permanently because they"re transmuted out and transfigured out, but it means you can go



Page:  203

line. I could transmute enough coffee to kill a horse, you know, but not

Page:  207

at theY, quantum transmutation point or transfiguration point of the body, that is a

Page:  210

processes of TRANSFIGURATION. Transmutation (re-enlightenment of the atomic structure)
and Transfiguration (

of atomic/cellular transmutation and transfiguration by which the biological Second and
Third Stages

specific difference between transmutation and transfiguration. Where transmutation is
there-enlightenment of the atomic

and transfiguration. Where transmutation is there-enlightenment of the atomic and
transfiguration is there-

point" of atomic transmutation/transfiguration, which begins halfway through The MCEO
Freedom Teachings®

Page:  211

which the already transmuted atomic quantum The part that is already transmuted
temporarily contracts

that is already transmuted temporarily contracts as a spark of light into the Rash

The not-yet-transmuted atomic quantum of the physical atomic body remains in its

of the already transmuted atomic quantum) "rides" within the Rasha Body in a

that is already transmuted projecting "at the speed of thought," to its desired

and the already transmuted atomic quantum expands back outward from the Rasha Body
and

Page:  212

which the already transmuted atomic quantum temporarily transfigures into an infra-sound
radiation pattern;

of temporary atomic transmutation, So, the part that was transmuted already before, that
goes

part that was transmuted already before, that goes into transfiguration and it pulls the

before into the transmutation state So, the one goes into transfiguration ... and then

and then ... transmutation comes first, and then that leads to transfiguration. So the

that was already transmuted can go into transfiguration and it pulls the whole atomic

structure into temporary transmutation. Let me find out where I am. Ok. Alright. So,

of temporary atomic transmutation, in which the physical-atomic quantum The body, your
physical

anatomy The temporarily transmuted physical-atomic quantum and Light Body contract as a



spark

Body and temporarily transmuted physical-atomic quantum, and the Spirit Body, carrying the
transfigured

of physicalatomic quantum transmuted to light, and the Light Body and the temporarily
transmuted

and the temporarily transmuted physical-atomic quantum down-step their BPR and expand
back

manifesting the not-yettransmuted-quantum of the physical-atomic form, with its
surrounding Light

Page:  213

poinf" of atomic transmutation/transfiguration to enter the Krystar State of full ascension,
from

Page:  215

the processes of Transmutation and Transfiguration in their relationship to the Krystar State
and

very different things. Transmutation, transfiguration ... there is a new bold titled heading,
ok?

titled heading, ok? Transmutation. Transfiguration .the Krvstar State. the "Rapture."
Transgenesis and

Page:  216

of atomic/cellular Transmutation within the physical body, as the Eiradonis prana radiation
transmutes

Eiradonis prana radiation transmutes a portion of the atomic ManE Body back into "

quantum has been transmuted into "light," Or mana the KaiA-Krysta "Ma-

enters the mana-transmuted portions of the atomic structure, Transfiguring the transmuted
atoms, So,

structure, Transfiguring the transmuted atoms, So, first the atoms transmute and that is
when

first the atoms transmute and that is when they become enlightened. And then they

enters the mana-transmuted portions of the atomic structure, Transfiguring the transmuted
atoms, and

structure, Transfiguring the transmuted atoms, and the corresponding aspects of the Light
Body and

Page:  217

Body is made. Transmutation is the "re-enlightenment of matter" that occurs when

parts that undergo transmutation then transfiguration, they actually are staying in the body
with

those transfigured and transmuted atoms around with you. while remaining embodied within
their existing



heat up" and transmute from manE matter-substance into embodied mana "light," the

the "light-transmuted" embodied mana portions of the physical-matter ManE Body merge

of the light-transmuted physical-atomic ManE Body, and the corresponding aspects of mana

re-enlightened" or transmuted into mana "light" electro-magnetic radiation vapor, and the

Cycle of simultaneous transmutation and transfiguration.. During the "Ma-sha" Cycle, the
remaining

ManE Body progressively transmutes into mana "light," forming the temporary, half-
quantum, physical-

the previously light-transmuted ManE Body mana quantum and the Light Body mana
quantum

Page:  225

re-enlightenment" (transmutation) and "re-spiritualization" (transfiguration) of The MCEO
Freedom

Page:  226

point where the transmutation and transfigurations start now. Further teachings pertaining
to the Second

Page:  228

quantum back out, transmute it back out into the Spirit Body or it is

Page:  229

then it literally transmutes into vapor. It is called Elemental Vapor and is brought

Page:  233

entire physical body transmutes into "Elemental Vapor" (Thermos heat radiation). As the

the physical body transmutes to Elemental Vapor, only a single "inorganic cell" called

Page:  234

Field and instantaneously transmutes back into purified mana-light radiation, then Element
Vapor heat

that were not transmuted to Elemental Vapor. You know how many people have been

Page:  235

that can still transmute out with a bit of host frequency, with the Beloveds

Page:  245

it"d take and transmute some of the muck of the gene code and then

Page:  247

allows for Adjugate Transmutation and Transfiguration, where actually the energy from your



Adjugate Twin

Page:  248

structure can be transmuted back into Elemental Vapor so it can go back into

Page:  249

far as literally Transmuting the entire Spirit Body pattern of your whole incarnational identity

Page:  263

us will begin transmuting into Elemental Vapor Heat Wave. And when we get back

Page:  269

bodies come together transmutes into Thermos Elemental Vapor. The only part you brought
back

the dust is transmuting to the Elemental Vapor. And it"s actually moving into making

dust will be transmuting for-what? (talking to the Beloveds)-anywhere between 3

can expedite the transmutation process of it back into Vapor just by inhaling it-

Page:  271

Cycle (atomic Transmutes to Celestalline crystal Thermos & Eiradonis to Hydras) Adjugate
Twin
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the body for Transmutative Dimensional Ascension into Silica Based Biology of the immortai
"

potentials for full transmutation of matter density. © Copyright A"shayana & A "hzayana

Page:  39

Violet Ray of Transmutation. 4 Move your attention to the 4th Heart Chakra and

Page:  41

Violet Ray of Transmutation). 5. Now, move your attention to the 4th Heart Chakra,
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Page:  85

on it to transmute a bunch of the Gamma rays because what a Bhardoah

can"t be fully transmuted enough, they won"t at first fry the planet or the

Page:  94

back around and transmute a third of it, and use that system at this

Page:  96

will help A) transmute those Ring Waves; B) it allows this passage to open,

Page:  103

together, and fully transmuting the substance of the form, and at the end of

Page:  120

for it to transmute the body into healing, but it will start with the

Page:  121

Shield processing and transmuting the Omega Kill Code. We have succeeded in doing that,
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processes of both transmutation (re-enlightenment) and transfiguration (re-spiritualization).
We learnt

able to undergo transmutation and transfiguration and thus slide to Median Earth. To do
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and progressively "transmutes and transfigures" the atomic structure into Eternal Life Matter
and
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Toxic Wave "transmutes into minute sparkles of Golden-Silver Dust" upon contact with

Page:  48

its Adjugate Harness transmute and disappear B. For "Daily Maintenance", scan View Field

Grail Door for transmutation. 4. Aqua-Tone TM Axiatonal Line-Chakra Restoration A. Pick-

pulling out and transmuting the GharE/ Gharoche vertically upward into the air between "

Page:  52

the GharE" A. Transmuting Disharmonies PSI-Interactive Session Technique-3D Steps 36-51
D.

the GharE" A. Transmuting Disharmonies 4. Aqua-Tone TM Axiatonal Line-Chakra
Restoration PSI-
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Grail Door for transmutation. Recommended use: PM-in bed just prior to sleep, AM-

pulling out and transmuting the GharE/ Gharoche vertically upward into the air between "
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atomic structure, and transmute off, the Shona Fields, bringing our atomic structure back to
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Re-Enlightenment (Transmutation) and Re-Spiritualization (Transfiguration). The "Siiders-3"
Workshop

Page:  3

has fulfilled Krystic Transmutation/ "Re-Enlightenment" to become Mana-light; (embodied
atoms

have fulfilled the Transmutationi"Reenlightenmenf" process, "remain as they appear to be in
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will learn to transmute fear. Fear is twisted elementals that are stuck in your

Page:  44

them away, they transmute. Particle and anti-particle come together, transmute, turn into
anti-

particle come together, transmute, turn into anti-matter and go the next level up.

up. You progressively transmute the polarities so you expand back into Source. (Mechanics

Page:  82

also multi-dimensional transmutative Ascension itself. We can ask for help ... however, the
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\ (atomic transmutes to Celestalline crystal Thermos & Eiradonis to Hydros) 1 h

Page:  29

this technique progressively transmutes Round-1/Probability-4 Shona-Finite-Light-Atoms
into Round-

Page:  31

Earth Field, progressively Transmuting the Probability-4 Bio-Net Control Filters (D-1-

Page:  33

are currently capable Transmute into Mana-Light. Inhale gently and sense that your
transmuted

sense that your transmuted Mana-Light atoms, suddenly "Flash-Off, dematerialize, and enter

Hold-Exhale-Hold" Transmutation Breaths, each Round creating release of another Back-
Flow Transmuted-

another Back-Flow Transmuted-Atom Spark-Wave into the Ah-VE"-yas Vibratory Water-

Continuum. As the transmuted atomic quantum enters the Endo-plasmic Ah-VE"-yas Body,
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6 Field and transmutation of Shona-Finite-Light-Atoms to Sha-LA"-ea-Living-

expedite and amplify transmutation of Probability-4 Sho-na Finite-Light-Atoms into
Probability-
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Earth Field, progressively transmuting the Probability-4 Bio-Net Control Filters. Now, if it

Page:  31

currently capable to Transmute into Mana-Light Inhale gently and sense that your
transmuted

sense that your transmuted Mana-Light atoms suddenly "Flash Off", dematerialize and enter

Hold/ Exhale/ Hold" Transmutation Breaths, each Round creating release of another Back-
Flow Transmuted-

another Back-Flow Transmuted-AtomSpark-Wave into the Ah-VE"-yas Vibratory Water-gel

Continuum. As the transmuted atomic quantum enters the Endo-plasmic Ah-VE"-yas Body
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be able to transmute those frequencies so we wouldn"t be harmed. But, our entire
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able to progressively transmute those frequencies so they wouldn"t cause you harm. But this
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this technique progressively transmutes Round-1/Probability-4 Shona-Finite-Light-Atoms
into Round-

Page:  31

Earth Field, progressively Transmuting the Probability-4 Bio-Net Control Filters (D-1-

Page:  33

are currently capable Transmute into Mana-Light. Inhale gently and sense that your
transmuted

sense that your transmuted Mana-Light atoms, suddenly" Flash-Off, dematerialize, and enter
"

Hold-Exhale-Hold" Transmutation Breaths, each Round creating release of another Back-
Flow Transmuted-

another Back-Flow Transmuted-Atom Spark-Wave into the Ah- VE"-yas Vibratory Water-

Continuum. As the transmuted atomic quantum enters the Endo-plasmic Ah-VE"-yas Body,
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\ I 1) Transmutes ~ " into Light-Radiation " , 1 \ I"

Ascension Capsule 2) Transmuted atoms then Transfigure= "Re -Spiritualize" into "Conscious

Page:  17

in preparation for Transmutation ~D-2" , 1 Ah-yas " .... \

in preparation for Transmutation of Ah-yas 0 " Atomic Body into « D-

Page:  29

SA-yon State: Transmutation/re-enlightenment into the Ah-SA-yon Electro-thermal
radiation

Page:  40

yas Body temporarily transmute into "0/ +ve" Thermoplasma, activating the Thermonuclear
potentials

yas Atomic Body transmute back to their orig ina I Endoplasmic (-vel +

Page:  41

Atomic Body for transmutation through the "In-Phase" - 3: Aah-JhA" Orb.

yas Atomic Body transmutes and changes form, de-materializing the atomic structure and
pulling

Ah-yas Body transmutes into the core Atumus, the Ah-yas capsule engages its
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Aah-JhA" Orb transmutes the ShaLAea units into Mana Light, and draws the Mana
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it will start transmuting that mess into the natural organic encryption And the first
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Body and Physical/
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I think it"s transmuting part of the iron content that isn"t supposed to be
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to begin the transmutation of the whatever-Metatronic imprint is in there. When we
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flame-wave that transmutes DN-1 atomic structure to vapor.) Krystal River ... Fail-
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flame-wave that transmutes DN-1 atomic structure to vapor.). A At this time

Red Pulse Bhardoah Transmutation Passage from External Creation Earth to Internal
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Lila Hosted Bhardoah Transmutation, which will allow for secure Bhardoah Transition
passage into immediate
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the embodiment progressively Transmutes, allowing the manifest form and the consciousness
embodied within it
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organica lly progressively transmutes and releases its Kalipsis Encryption Space-Time
Biological Phase lock
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"spiritualize" and transmute as the corresponding Eirodonis Adjugote Spirit quantum accretes,
and at

matter, "spiritualize"-transmute and then transfigure, progressively turning the "finite ManE
atomic
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accretes/draws in, transmutes and transfigures, the external frequency spectra of each of
the

of that Density transmute & transfigure into the atomic substance of the "next
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"spiritualize" and transmute as the corresponding Elrodonls Adjugate Spirit quantum accretes,
and at

+ Elements& matter Transmute ® hi«A & EtcrA 3 LightBody accretion 3

Acceleration of aPR-Transmutation to next Density + 1 Transfiguration shift-ARPS
cyclematter TransfiglRS/
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accretes/draws in, transmutes and transfigures, the external frequency spectra of each of
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Adashi Return), Bhardoah Transmutation (Back-flow atomic death transition) or through
Krystalbridge"" Passage,
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the atomic structure transmutes to interplaneal form, enabling a corresponding level of
interplaneal passage

the atomic structure transmutes to interplaneal form, enabling a corresponding level of
interplaneal passage
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& Self-Containment Transmutes Reversed Imprints: VV-7 Concealment & Suppression, W-5
Separatism
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VV-14 Cowardice
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Krystalbridge""" Passage,
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Adashi Return), Bhardoah Transmutation (Back-flow atomic death transition) or through
Krystalbridge"• Passage,
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the atomic structure transmutes to interplaneal form, enabling a corresponding level of
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the atomic structure transmutes to interplaneal form, enabling a corresponding level of
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the atomic structure transmutes to interplaneal form, enabling a corresponding level of
interplaneal passage
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the atomic structure transmutes to interplaneal form, enabling a corresponding level of
interplaneal passage
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progressively ~rgo transmutation of form. (Se<: Cd.st•lin<l ODe~ a
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as it continually transmutes casbons to silica maintaining the optimum silica to carbon ratio,
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n the body transmutes temporarily into light and rides in the Ct>lf"sttliut wave

process of cellular transmutation. Tb.a.t is the place where the element Cf"ltstttiut

pwposc of bodily transmutation as part of the natural chemical process. (Pbomo:8-
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to induce partial transmutation and temporary DNA sttand braiding, thus allowing~ passage
in races

force, r.he transmutation process within the DNA of caprured Angdic HumaM. Then the

halt the atomic transmutation just as tht" Celesmiac rt"sidue fluid was ex.c.

saiD(" degree of transmutation ability dt-spitt" the checlcerboard mutation. ... ... Though the
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expansion and biological transmutation through internal spirirual integration and natural
DNA template activation, a
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crro 1) Cellular Transmutation Through the natural processes of Ct>Uular Tran5mul atiou,
once

of~-1 molecular Transmutation strucrure is progressi\·ely and systematically transmu~d to

ICA-bastd biology. Transmutation to SILICA-based biology allows the physical body to pass
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for ~llular Transmutation. Tbt 12 dormant gene codes corresponding to 12 of the

Ct:><ks of Transmutation or Fin Codfs
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descrnding through
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p;~nems are transmuted even "\\"ithout us knowlng \\tb;~ot the p;~
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This means progressinly transmuting physical existence into progressively less dense states
of matter (!
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und«go transmutation of form. Once a morphogenetic field has accreted most of
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necessary for Cellular Transmutation. ~ 12 donnant DNA codes correspond to 12 swcmtal
Seals
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progresst\·ely transmuting physical eXlstence wto progrtsSJ.\·dy less denst: states of
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process of Cellular Transmutation and intentional ~-manifestation and Dimensional ~of the
hu.
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ar memory and transmutation of form.Through undn-standing the dyna.nucs ofKeylonta we
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the cellular structure transmutes into less-dense form of matter (See:~. the chromosome

the biological carbons transmute into Silica, transforming the human biology into a more
highly
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· :\lolf"cular Transmutation (shapeslufbng) Betcho Ho\"0 body (dim•nsions 7-
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lower shields baH~ transmuted the body into Pr,_mntur Liquid Lig/11 of tit~
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~n• or Transmutation. Diamond Sun D::\"A Cod•) (See: 12-Strand QNA)

for the progressive transmutation of form. Not all humans cury this code, and not

latent ability to transmute cellular sttucrure, which ,,;u one day allow them to

o( and bodily transmutation-transmigration through. 12 dimensional fields and their
corresponding levels of

necessary for Cellular Transmutation. The 12 dormant gene codes corresponding to 12 of
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s, Codes of Transmutation or Fin Codt>s. Collectively, the 12 Fin Codt>s
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cannot achieve cellular transmutation and b«o~s locked within its~~ location. (\"
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Auric Field and transmuting their particle content into the next Harmonic Unjverg; is referred

Field progressively undergo transmutation of form. Once a mombogt"JX"tic fidd bas
accreted most of
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latent ability to transmute cellular structure to tra\·erse the Timt- Portals and
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